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Abstract—This paper is concerned with the transmission of
scalably compressed data sources over lossy channels. Specifically,
this paper is concerned with packet networks or, more generally,
erasure channels. Previous work has generally assumed that the
source elements form linear dependencies. The contribution of
this paper is an unequal erasure protection algorithm which is
able to take advantage of scalable data with more general depen-
dency structures. In particular, the proposed scheme is adapted
to data with tree-structured dependencies. The source elements
are allocated to clusters of packets according to their dependency
structure, subject to constraints on packet size and channel code-
word length. Given a packet cluster arrangement, source elements
are assigned optimal channel codes subject to a constraint on the
total transmission length. Experimental results confirm the benefit
associated with exploiting the actual dependency structure of the
data.

I. INTRODUCTION

THIS paper is concerned with the reliable transmission
of scalable data through lossy communication channels.

Scalable data streams are the product of scalable compression
techniques, which have been widely investigated over the last
decade. These include image compression schemes, such as
the EZW [1] and SPIHT [2] algorithms, and the JPEG2000 [3]
image compression standard. Scalable compression for video
data has also been an active area of research [4]–[11]. Scalable
data streams are generally composed of nested elements with
various types of dependencies such that loss of a single element
might render some or all of the subsequent elements useless
but not the preceding elements.

The lossy communication channel we consider in this work
is that of an erasure channel. In the erasure channel, data is
collected into “packets,” each of which is transmitted indepen-
dently and either arrives at the receiver without any error or
is considered lost entirely. A key property of erasure channels
is that the receiver knows exactly which packets have been
received.

In the context of erasure channels, Albanese et al. [12] intro-
duced “priority encoding transmission” (PET). The PET scheme
works with a family of channel codes, all of which have the same
codeword length , but different source lengths .
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We consider only “maximum distance separable” (MDS) codes,
which have the key property that receipt of any out of the
symbols in a codeword is sufficient to recover the source sym-
bols. The amount of redundancy, , determines the
strength of the code, where smaller values of correspond to
stronger codes. It is convenient to augment this set of channel
codes with the special value , for which ,
meaning that the element is not transmitted at all.

We view an arbitrary scalable data source as a collection
of source elements. We treat each source element as a
distinct entity, having symbols. In our experiments, each
source symbol corresponds to one byte, although other symbol
sizes may be used. Given a scalable data source consisting
of source elements , having uncoded fixed
lengths, , and channel code redundancies,

, the PET scheme packages the
encoded elements into network packets. source sym-
bols are placed in each of the first packets, while each of the
remaining packets contains
parity symbols. This arrangement guarantees that receipt of
any packets is sufficient to recover element . The
total encoded transmission length is , which must
be arranged into packets, each having a packet size of
symbols. Fig. 1 shows an example of arranging elements
into packets. Consider element , which is assigned a
(5,3) code. Since , three out of the five packets together
contain the source element’s symbols while the remaining
two packets contain parity symbols. Hence, receiving any three
packets guarantees recovery of element and also , but not

or .
Given the PET scheme and a scalable data source, several

strategies [13]–[20] have been proposed to find the optimal
channel code assignment for each source element under the
condition that the total encoded transmission length should
not exceed a specified limit, . Generally, the
optimization objective is an expected utility, , which must be
an additive function of the source elements that are correctly
recovered. That is

(1)

where is the amount of utility at the receiver when no source
element is received, is the utility associated with receiving

, and is the probability of recovering the source el-
ement , which is assigned a channel code. Specif-
ically, is equal to the probability of receiving at least
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Fig. 1. Example of arranging source elements into packets in the PET scheme.
Four elements are arranged into N = 5 packets, having a size of S symbols.
Elements E to E are assigned k = f2; 3; 4; 5g, respectively. The white and
gray areas correspond to the source and parity symbols, respectively.

out of packets. As already mentioned, the special value
is reserved for source elements which are not trans-

mitted, having probability . Commonly, repre-
sents the mean-squared error (MSE) of the reconstructed image
and corresponds to a reduction in MSE associated with re-
covery of element . When no element is recovered, the recon-
structed image is “blank” so is the variance of the original
image. The term is included only for completeness; it plays
no role in the intuitive or computational aspects of the optimiza-
tion problems with which we are concerned.

In previous works [19], [20], we coined the term “cluster of
packets” (COP) to refer to a collection of packets containing
source elements that are jointly coded according to the PET
packet arrangement, as illustrated in Fig. 1. For the case where
all source elements are coded in a single COP, we presented an
optimal channel code assignment scheme based on Lagrangian
optimization. We identify this as the “UniCOP assignment.”
This framework assigns optimal channel codes to source ele-
ments, maximizing the utility expression in (1) subject to the
transmission length constraint

(2)

and the code redundancy constraint
. Note that we impose no assumption on the convexity of

the source utility-length characteristic.
We also extended the PET framework to the case where con-

straints on the packet size and channel codeword length force
the source elements to be divided amongst multiple COPs. The
constraint on packet size is necessary when the packet loss prob-
ability depends on the packet size. For example, in wireless ap-
plications, small packets are more resilient to error. The con-
straint on channel codeword length is crucial when packaging
large amounts of data into small packets since the resulting
long codewords can impose an excessive computational burden
on the channel encoder and, especially, the channel decoder.
We developed an iterative scheme to allocate source elements
to COPs given a channel code assignment to source elements.
Then, given an allocation of COPs, , the
MultiCOP framework assigns channel codes to source elements,
maximizing the modified utility expression

(3)

where and represent the indices of the first and the last
source elements in COP , respectively, subject to the transmis-
sion length constraint in (2) and the code redundancy constraint

We call this scheme the “MultiCOP assignment” strategy, which
is a general case of the UniCOP assignment.

Our previous works [19], [20] and other works [13]–[18] all
assume that the data source has a linear dependency structure,
such that loss of any one source element renders all subsequent
elements useless. To the best of our knowledge, no other
work has considered protection assignment for sources with
tree-structured dependencies.

The contribution of this paper addresses scalable sources
with complex dependency structures. Specifically, we consider
sources whose elements exhibit tree-structured dependencies.
The UniCOP assignment strategy does not actually require
substantial changes since the earlier scheme may be applied
after an initial dependency linearization step. We provide a
proof that this linearization step does not produce a suboptimal
solution. The MultiCOP assignment strategy, however, benefits
from modifications to exploit the lack of dependence between
certain elements in the tree structure. The proposed algorithm
allocates source elements to COPs according to their depen-
dency structure, subject to constraints on both the packet size
and the maximum channel codeword length. The algorithm
attempts to allocate source elements which are mutually de-
pendent to the same COP wherever possible. Then, given an
arrangement of source elements within COPs, the algorithm
assigns optimal channel codes. The assignment of channel
codes to source elements may result in violation of the packet
length constraints, forcing the allocation of source elements to
COPs to be revisited. An iterative algorithm is proposed for
resolving such contention, and its convergence is proven.

This paper is organized as follows. Sections II and III explore
dependency structures for scalable data sources, and the erasure
channel model, respectively. Section IV discusses the modified
protection assignment strategy for tree-structured dependencies.
Experimental results in Section V then confirm the benefits of
exploiting the source dependency structure.

II. SCALABLE DATA

Scalable data sources are generally composed of nested ele-
ments. The compression of these elements imposes dependen-
cies so that a source element might not be decodable without
first correctly decoding certain elements. Dependency structures
may be classified as: A) linear, B) tree-structured, and C) gen-
eral graphs. Fig. 2 demonstrates some examples. For the rest of
this paper, we use the terms “precede” and “succeed”
to describe source element dependencies. From the example in
Fig. 2(a), element is said to precede , , and succeed
no element. Similarly, precedes , and succeeds . The
linear dependency structure can then be expressed as

The linear structure requires correct decoding of before de-
coding and so forth. Evidently, sources which exhibit a linear
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Fig. 2. Three classes of dependency structures.

dependency structure have the property that given any pair of el-
ements, one of those elements will always depend on the other.
That is, the elements are fully ordered.

By contrast, tree structures contain source elements which are
independent of each other. That is, some elements can be cor-
rectly decoded without the need of correct decoding of certain
elements. In the example of Fig. 2(b), element succeeds
and but does not succeed and . Hence, element can be
decoded correctly when and are correctly decoded without
the need for correct decoding of and . It is convenient to
denote the preceding and succeeding elements of any element

, using sets

and

respectively. Using the same example from Fig. 2(b), the pre-
ceding and succeeding elements of are represented by sets

and , respectively.
We omit the explanation for the graph structures since we

only consider tree structures in this work. Fig. 2 includes an
example of graph structures for completeness. The protection
assignment for graph structures is the subject for future work.

An important property of tree structures is that they can be
described in terms of smaller trees, which we term “sub-trees.”
The significance of this property will be apparent when we
consider the algorithm for linearizing source dependencies
in Section IV-C1 and allocating source elements to COPs in
Section IV-C2.

An image compressed with JPEG2000 serves as a convenient
example of a tree-structured source, since it generally has both
dependent and independent elements. The code-stream header
is the “root” element in the tree. The “branches” correspond to
independently coded precincts, each of which is represented by
a sequence of JPEG2000 packets (the elements), with linear de-
pendencies. While a more detailed modeling of the dependen-
cies in terms of code-blocks and packet headers is possible, the
foregoing description is sufficient for the experimental results,
reported in this paper.

III. CHANNEL MODEL AND CODING

The channel model we use is that of an erasure channel, where
the receiver knows exactly which packets have been lost. Packet
loss may result from either corruption or congestion. For the
experimental results reported in this paper, we consider only an
IID packet loss model with packet loss probability, . In this

Fig. 3. Example of a P versus R characteristic with N = 100, p =

0:1, and p = 0:4.

case, the probability of receiving at least out of packets
with no error is

Fig. 3 shows an example of the relationship between and
, for the cases and . Evidently, is

monotonically increasing with . Significantly, however, the
curve is not convex.

To compare the effect of different packet sizes, we express
the packet loss probability, , in terms of a bit error rate (BER),
. It is useful to express the packet loss probability as a function

of BER for channels in which packet loss predominantly arises
from bit error in packets. Examples of such channels include
wireless applications. We assume that packet loss arises from
random bit errors in an underlying binary symmetric channel.
The probability of losing any packet with size bytes is then

.
The theoretical results and analytical methods described in

this paper are not restricted to IID models. The Gilbert–Elliott
[21], [22] model, for example, is commonly used to model the
bursty loss patterns observed in networks which are subject to
congestion.

It is convenient to parametrize and by a single
parameter, , defined by

which we identify as the “redundancy index.” Thus, lies in the
range 0 to , with corresponding to the case where no
information is transmitted, and corresponding to the case
where only 1 of the transmitted packets need be received for
correct decoding. The redundancy index is more intuitive than

, as a measure of the strength of the channel code. Since all
of our COPs will involve packets, we also drop the explicit
dependence on . This leads to to the simplified notation

where

is the minimum number of packets which must be received if an
element which has been assigned redundancy index is to be
recovered.
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IV. PROTECTION STRATEGIES FOR TREE-
STRUCTURED DEPENDENCIES

In this section, we explore modifications to a previous protec-
tion assignment strategy [19], [20] so that it suits tree-structured
dependencies. We first review the code redundancy optimization
in the UniCOP assignment for linear dependencies on which the
code redundancy assignment for tree dependencies is based. We
consider the UniCOP case in Section IV-B, in which all encoded
source elements can fit into the same set of packets, thus sat-
isfying the constraint

(4)

Afterward, we describe a MultiCOP assignment strategy in
Section IV-C, wherein source elements with tree-structured
dependencies are allocated to a collection of independently
protected COPs.

A. UniCOP Assignment for Linear Dependencies

This section reviews the UniCOP and MultiCOP assignment
strategies presented in [19], [20]. We assume that the source
elements have linear dependencies, .
This structure implies that the optimal code redundancies must
be nonincreasing, i.e., or
equivalently, . We impose no assumption
on the convexity of the source utility-length characteristic.

In the UniCOP framework, preceding source elements are as-
signed stronger codes, which guarantees that will be
recovered whenever is recovered. This enables us to use the
utility expression in (1) as our optimization objective

(5)

subject to the overall transmission length constraint in (2) and
the code redundancy index constraint . The
constrained optimization problem can be decomposed into a set
of unconstrained optimization problems, parametrized by

. The solution to each unconstrained optimization problem is
the set of , which maximizes the functional

(6)

subject to . If we can find such that
, then will form an optimal solution to our

constrained problem. In practice, the discrete nature of the op-
timization problem prevents us from finding such . However,
if the source elements are sufficiently small, we may be justi-
fied in ignoring this source of suboptimality. Then, the optimal
solution can be found by searching for the smallest such that

. A similar optimization problem arises in other con-
texts, such as the optimal truncation of embedded compressed
bit-streams [23, 8.2].

Definition 1: Let denote the set of channel code redun-
dancy indices, , which lie on the convex hull of the channel
code probability-redundancy characteristic, as shown in Fig. 4.
Let be an enumeration of the elements

Fig. 4. Elements of a convex hull are the vertices fj ; j ; . . . ; j g which lie
on the convex hull of the P (r) versus R(r) characteristic.

in . These redundancy indices are characterized by mono-
tonically decreasing “slopes,” ,
which are defined according to

.
(7)

The following lemma, whose proof may be found in [20],
establishes the fact that the optimal redundancy indices, ,
may be drawn exclusively from , regardless of whether or
not the source utility-length characteristic is convex.

Lemma 1: Suppose that is the collection of
channel code redundancy indices which maximizes , subject
to the ordering constraint . Then

, for all . More precisely, for any optimal assign-
ment which contains any , there is another assign-
ment, for which is at least as large, in which all belong
to .

Since the solution to our optimization problem satisfies
, it may equivalently be described in

terms of a collection of thresholds, , which we
define according to

(8)

Evidently, the thresholds are ordered according to
. The values may be recovered from this

threshold description, according to

(9)

The following theorem, whose proof may be found in [20],
shows how the optimal set of thresholds, , may be ob-
tained. Before stating the theorem, it is useful to first provide
the following definition.

Definition 2: Let denote the indices of the source ele-
ments which lie on the convex hull of the source utility-length
characteristic. Let be an
enumeration of the elements of ; these are characterized by
monotonically decreasing “slopes” , defined by

.

(10)

Theorem 1: Let be
an enumeration of the elements in , describing the convex
hull of the source utility-length characteristic, in which

are the slopes given by
(10). Similarly, let be an enumera-
tion of the elements in , describing the convex hull of the
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channel code probability-redundancy characteristic, in which
are the slopes given

by (7). Then the following choice of thresholds

for each (11)

satisfies and maximizes the
objective defined by (6), where the channel codes are
derived from these thresholds according to (9).

B. UniCOP Assignment and Dependency Linearization

In the UniCOP case, all source elements are arranged into the
same cluster of packets. Given a scalable source containing
elements with tree-structured dependencies, an optimal channel
code assignment for these source elements must satisfy

(12)

where is the set of elements which succeed . This is be-
cause the utility of a dependent element cannot be improved
by assigning it a stronger code than the element , on which
it depends; note that this is a property of the PET protection
strategy which is applied within the single COP. Our objective,
then, is to find the channel code assignment which maximizes
(1), subject to the transmission length constraint of (2) and the
redundancy index constraint of (12).

This constrained optimization problem can be converted into
a set of unconstrained optimization problems, parametrized by

. Specifically, for any given , we search for the set of
redundancy indices , which maximize

(13)

subject to (12). An outer loop then searches for the smallest
such that .

We can solve the unconstrained optimization problem above
using the same solution described in Section IV-A for sources
with linear dependencies. We observe that the above optimiza-
tion problem may be solved by first finding the convex hull

of the source utility-length character-
istic. The convex hull step essentially imposes the constraint
that all elements for which must be
assigned the same level of protection. According to Theorem
1, this constraint does not affect the optimality of the solution,
but it enables us to independently maximize the functionals

for each , with the assurance that the solutions will
satisfy the necessary constraints . The source
elements are then considered as one source
element, having combined utility and length

. A similar optimization problem arises in
other contexts, such as the optimal truncation of embedded
compressed bit-streams [23, Sec.8.2].

These ideas motivate the following strategy for solving the
optimization problem with tree-structured sources. We first
form the elements into a linear sequence, whose convex hull
imposes constraints on those elements which must be assigned

Fig. 5. Example of linearizing a tree. The arrows between elements indicate
immediate dependence. The sub-tree to be linearized in each stage is displayed
inside the gray box.

the same level of protection, such that these constraints do not
affect the optimality of the solution. We refer to this as “depen-
dency linearization.” We can then proceed as before, indepen-
dently maximizing the protection assignment associated with
each point on the linearized convex hull.

We use the term “simple” to describe a sub-tree, which has
multiple branches, each of which exhibits a linear dependency
structure. Source linearization is accomplished using a recursive
procedure which progressively linearizes each simple sub-tree.
To linearize a simple sub-tree, we first find the convex hull of
each of its branches (these are already linear). By definition, the
elements which define each branch’s convex hull have mono-
tonically decreasing utility-length slopes, . We then in-
terleave the convex hull elements of the branches so as to retain
the monotonicity of their slopes. Placing the root of the sub-tree
at the head of this interleaved sequence completes the lineariza-
tion step, allowing the linearized sub-tree to become part of a
linear branch belonging to some new simple sub-tree. The al-
gorithm completes once there are no further simple sub-trees.
Fig. 5 provides an example of the linearization process.

To see why this source linearization algorithm imposes no
constraints which affect the optimality of the solution to our op-
timization problem, consider each of its two key steps: convex
hull analysis and branch interleaving. The branch interleaving
step imposes a constraint that the source elements with smaller
slopes must be located after the source elements with greater
slopes and, hence, assigned at most the same code redundancy.
It can be shown that assigning higher code redundancy to
source elements with smaller slopes always yields a suboptimal
solution.1

The convex hull analysis step takes the convex hull of a linear
branch or linearized sub-tree. As noted in connection with linear
sources, this step essentially merges adjacent elements together,
until the merged slopes are monotonically nonincreasing. The
constraint which it imposes is that all elements of each merged
group must be assigned the same level of protection. We now
show that this constraint also has no effect on the optimality of
the final solution.

Convex hull analysis is initially applied to the truly linear
branches in all original simple sub-trees. Since these branches

1To show this, one has only to assume an optimal solution in which an element
with a smaller slope has higher code redundancy than one with a larger slope and
verify that swapping the code redundancies improves J , thereby contradicting
the assumption.
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have linear dependencies, Theorem 1 already assures us that
the merging of elements during their convex hull analysis does
not affect the optimality of the solution to our rate allocation
problem. Each additional application of the convex hull anal-
ysis step in our recursive linearization procedure creates at most
one new merged group of elements. Specifically, the head of a
sub-tree may be merged with some leading elements of its con-
vexified and interleaved branches. Lemma 2 assures us that this
merging process also has no effect on the optimality of the so-
lution to our rate allocation problem.

Lemma 2: Let denote the root of a simple sub-tree and
represent a collection of source elements

from the simple tree’s convexified and interleaved branches. All
elements in depend on the root , and have monotonically
decreasing slopes. Let denote the set of source elements
that are merged with the root as a result of convex hull analysis.
Then an optimal solution to the code-rate assignment problem
must have ,

Proof: We prove by contradiction that assigning lower
code redundancy than to any leads to a suboptimal
result. Suppose the optimal code redundancy assigns elements

exactly the same redundancy , but assigns
a smaller code redundancy , with .

Because of the slope monotonicity, all subsequent elements
must also be assigned redundancies no larger

than . If this were true, we must have

Since is a member of , we must have

otherwise, would not have been merged with elements
through . Hence

It follows that:

but this means that the value of can be increased by assigning
a redundancy of rather than to . This contradicts the as-
sumed optimality of the solution in which through are
assigned and is assigned . Applying this conclusion
to each successive value of , we find that all ele-
ments in must be assigned the same code redundancy.

C. MultiCOP Assignment

We now consider the MultiCOP assignment strategy for scal-
able sources with tree-structured dependencies. This scheme is
necessary when the constraint in (4) no longer holds. Given the
constraint on the packet size and the codeword length , the
source elements are allocated to COPs according to their de-
pendency structure, which is addressed later in Section IV-C2.
We first consider a scheme for assigning optimal channel codes
given a particular COP arrangement.

1) Code Redundancy Optimization: Consider a collection
of COPs, , each of which contains a set of source
elements. Given any element, , all preceding elements in

, must be recovered before ’s utility can be realized. How-
ever, not all earlier COPs necessarily contain elements from .
Hence, we introduce the notation and to denote the set
of indices for COPs, which contain preceding and succeeding
elements of , respectively, but not including the COP , in
which resides. That is

and

We assume that each element, on which depends, appears
in one of through where is the COP to which be-
longs. The COP allocation algorithm derived in Section IV-C2
certainly has this property. This means that each has

.
It is also convenient to define a function , to find

the element in COP , which precedes and has the smallest
amount of redundancy, according to

A source element in COP will then be usable if, and only
if, element is correctly recovered for each . This
changes the total expected utility from (3) into

Our objective is to maximize the new expression for subject
to the length constraint expressed in (2) and also subject to the
modified code redundancy index constraint

for each

Similar to the code redundancy optimization for scalable
sources with linear dependencies, we search for the smallest
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such that , where for each , we find the set
which maximizes

subject to the constraint , ,
, . Recall that in the linear dependencies, the last source

element in each COP is unique since its recovery probability
appears in the utility term of every later element. In the tree-
structured dependencies, however, there may be more than one
such source element. Each of them acquires additional utility
from a different set of succeeding elements.

Nevertheless, the unconstrained optimization problem above
can still be solved using the same iterative algorithm in [20]. For
each COP, in turn, the objective is to maximize

for each

subject to the constraint , , ,
where is the modified utility term

. (14)

Here

We cycle through the COPs maximizing each term until the
code redundancy indices, , converge.

This optimization problem can be solved by using the same
strategy developed in Section IV-A, using the elements’ effec-
tive utilities in place of their true utilities. For each COP , we
apply the dependency linearization procedure to find the convex
hull of the effective utility-length characteristic, . We then
obtain the solution, , according to (9), by first finding
the thresholds , for each , using (11). gen-
erally depends on the terms and so must be recomputed
at each step in the algorithm.

2) COP Allocation Algorithm: We turn our attention now
to the problem of clustering source elements into COPs.
The proposed algorithm for allocating source elements with
tree-structured dependencies into COPs follows that for linear
dependencies [20]. At each step of our proposed COP allocation
algorithm, there are two groups of source elements. One group
consists of source elements that have been allocated to COPs,
each of which satisfies the length constraint . Let denote
the set of indices for these COPs. The other group consists
of elements that have not been allocated to COPs, which we
designate as . Source elements in may be partitioned into
independent “sub-trees.” When the algorithm commences,

Fig. 6. Example for case 1. C violates the length constraint and, thus,
truncated. E is, thus, removed to U along with E in C , which depends on E .
They then form a sub-tree together with E and E .

Fig. 7. Example for case 2. All three independent trees in U are allocated
to temporary COPs, C and C , which are then linearized and truncated.
The truncated COPs which satisfy the length constraint NS are moved to N .
The remaining elements stay in U and form independent trees.

is empty and contains all source elements. Each step in the
iterative algorithm commences by arranging the elements in
into temporary COPs such that each temporary COP contains
only one sub-tree. Given the COPs in and the temporary
COPs in , the optimal code redundancies are found using the
strategy described in Section IV-C1. The step is then completed
in one of two ways.

Case 1 , for some : In this case, the
source elements of COP are linearized based on their
effective utility-length characteristic. Trailing elements in
this linear sequence are removed until the encoded length
of the COP satisfies . All removed elements
are transferred to , and all COPs in , which depend
upon elements removed from are also removed, trans-
ferring their elements to , as shown in Fig. 6. If this
process leaves “holes” in the sequence of COPs, the COPs
are renumbered so as to fill those holes so that all depen-
dencies of an element appear in the same or a later COP,
while all elements on which it depends appear in the same
or earlier COPs.
Case 2 : In this case, the source
elements in each temporary COP are linearized based
on their effective utility-length characteristics. Each
linearized sequence of elements is truncated to form a
new COP whose size is no larger than . This COP is
moved to , leaving the remaining elements in , which
may again be partitioned into independent sub-trees.
Fig. 7 illustrates this case. If is empty, all source
elements have been allocated to COPs which satisfy the
constraint, , and the code redundancies have
been optimized, so we are done.
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Once the algorithm is complete, there may be several partially
filled COPs corresponding to independent sub-trees. Subject to
the COP size constraint, these may be merged without ill effects.

We now show the convergence of the COP allocation algo-
rithm. The proof is based on that for linear dependencies in [20].
Each step is characterized by a positive integer quantity . We
show that is bounded and that it is a strictly decreasing func-
tion of the step index . The algorithm must, thus, complete after
a finite number of steps.

First, observe that the total number of COPs is bounded above
by some quantity . Let denote the collection of
both COPs in and temporary COPs in at step . We will
show that each step of the algorithm reduces the positive integer
quantity, , which is defined according to

where is the number of elements in at step and
corresponds to the number of COPs required to recover

. When case 2 is selected, all temporary COPs in are lin-
earized and truncated, leaving the remaining elements in . As
these elements are allocated to a new set of temporary COPs
in step , their contribution to reduces by a factor of

since their increases by one. When case 1 is selected, one
or more COPs in violate the length constraint. These COPs
might be independent and, hence, can be treated separately. Let

denote a set of indices of those COPs that violate the length
constraint. Also, let denote the set of indices of COPs that
depend on , for each , and let . From
Fig. 6, and . In this case, we express

as follows:

Since there is at least one element removed from any and the
number of elements, which depend on the removed element, is
at most , we have

Similar to the COP allocation algorithm of [20], the algo-
rithm described above is “greedy” in the sense that elements
are allocated to COPs in in a manner which maximizes the
expected utility based only on the current code redundancy
assignment. As the algorithm proceeds, these code redundan-
cies may change, and, hence, the allocation may exhibit only
local optimality. We do not currently know of any way to find
a better allocation without resorting to a global search through
the possibilities.

An important property of the COP allocation algorithm above
is that it correctly handles independent sub-trees. The indepen-
dent sub-trees in are allocated to temporary COPs and con-
sidered separately. Hence, the algorithm can be applied imme-
diately to scalable sources consisting of multiple independent
trees. Each tree is treated as an independent sub-tree and allo-
cated to separate COPs.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present experimental results to compare the
strategy for linear dependencies with the strategy for tree-struc-
tured dependencies. Specifically, we compare the average utility
of a compressed image recovered at the receiver, having been
protected using the two different MultiCOP strategies. Note that
we do not present the results for UniCOP assignment since the
UniCOP assignment for linear and tree-structured dependencies
produce identical results. In the first case, we use the MultiCOP
assignment strategy of [20], which assumes a linear chain of
dependencies. To use this algorithm, we first employ the depen-
dency linearization step described in Section IV-B. The second
MultiCOP assignment strategy is that described above in Sec-
tion IV, which is able to exploit the lack of dependence amongst
certain elements in the tree structure. Our measure of utility
is MSE, but it is convenient to express the results in terms of
PSNR.2

In this experiment, we use three 8-bit grayscale image
sources, namely “bike,” “woman,” and “ship.” Both bike and
woman have identical size, 2560 2048, while ship has smaller
size, 1280 1440. All images are compressed with JPEG2000
into 6 resolution levels. Bike and woman images are divided
into 429 precincts while ship has 165 precincts. Each precinct is
made up of 12 quality layers (or JPEG2000 packets) forming a
linear chain of dependencies. Overall, there are 5149 elements
for bike and woman and 1980 elements for ship, including the
code-stream header as the root element of the tree. We choose a
code length of and various values for and the packet
size . The transmission lengths are set just below the images
compressed size, namely, bytes for bike
and woman and bytes for ship.

2PSNR is defined as 10 log (A =MSE), whereA is the peak-to-peak signal
amplitude. In this case, A = 255 since we are working with 8-bit images.
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Fig. 8. Bike: Comparative performance between the MultiCOP assignment
strategy for linear dependencies and the modified strategy for tree-structured
dependencies given (left) � = 10 and (right) � = 10 .

Fig. 9. Woman: Comparative performance between the MultiCOP assignment
strategy for linear dependencies and the modified strategy for tree-structured
dependencies given (left) � = 10 and (right) � = 10 .

Fig. 10. Ship: Comparative performance between the MultiCOP assignment
strategy for linear dependencies and the modified strategy for tree-structured
dependencies given (left) � = 10 and (right) � = 10 .

Figs. 8–10 display the experimental results for bike, woman,
and ship respectively. Evidently, both MultiCOP assignment
strategies produce higher PSNR when packet sizes are small.
This results from the reduction in packet loss probability due to
smaller packet sizes, so that source elements may be assigned
smaller code redundancies. This, in turn, allows more source
elements to be transmitted within the transmission length
budget .

The results reported in Figs. 8–10 confirm the benefits of
correctly modeling the dependency structure. PSNR values re-
ported for the case where a linear dependency is imposed on
the source are lower than those obtained by modeling the ac-
tual tree-structured dependencies. In fact, the difference can be
as much as 3.6 dB. The benefits are clearly more significant
for larger BER or smaller packet sizes, since these conditions
lead to a larger number of COPs with nontrivial protection re-
quirements. For instance, given the same BER of ,
decreasing the packet size from 200 to 50 bytes increases the
PSNR difference for the bike image from 2.6 to 3.6 dB and for
the woman image from 0.9 to 3.6 dB. However, the impact of
decreasing packet size is not significant for the ship image. One
factor behind this lack of impact is the smaller number of COPs
employed in the ship image, as discussed later. For a fixed packet

size of bytes, increasing from to ele-
vates the PSNR difference in all bike, woman and ship images,
namely, from 1.8 to 3.1 dB, 0.3 to 0.9 dB, and 0.5 to 2 dB, re-
spectively. This suggests that the tree-structured MultiCOP as-
signment strategy is particularly attractive for wireless channel
applications, where the error probability can be high.

To further understand the results presented here, we note that
the MultiCOP assignment strategy for linear dependencies al-
locates source elements to COPs according to the imposed de-
pendencies. For a large number of COPs, the effective utilities
of earlier elements increase significantly, causing them to be as-
signed stronger code redundancies, occupying a larger propor-
tion of the available transmission length. This leaves a smaller
proportion for succeeding elements, causing them to be assigned
weaker code redundancies. In contrast, the MultiCOP assign-
ment strategy for tree-structured dependencies recognizes the
lack of dependence amongst certain pairs of source elements.
In particular, the effective utilities of succeeding elements are
not weighted by the recovery probabilities of all previous COPs,
but only those on which they depend. This minimizes reduc-
tion in the succeeding elements’ effective utilities. Similarly, by
respecting the actual dependency structure, the effective utili-
ties of preceding elements are augmented to account only for
their succeeding elements. The above observations are depen-
dent on the number of COPs which are present. In general, the
larger bike and woman images produce more COPs than the
ship image, so that larger performance improvements are no-
ticed with bike and woman.

VI. CONCLUSION

Previous work on protection assignment strategies for
scalable data sources over packet networks has generally
been limited to sources which exhibit linear dependencies. In
practice, however, many scalable sources have more complex
dependency structures. While it is always possible to arrange
the source elements into a linear sequence, ignoring the lack
of dependence between certain elements can result in a subop-
timal protection strategy. In this paper, we propose a scheme for
optimizing channel code redundancies, together with a strategy
for assigning source elements to multiple COPs, subject to
constraints on the packet size and channel codeword length.
The proposed scheme is able to exploit tree-structured depen-
dencies amongst the source elements. Experimental results
clearly reveal the potential advantages of such a scheme.
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